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Abstract 

It is undeniable that the Internet of Things is an emerging field of research that encourages numerous 

exciting solutions to numerous problems in many areas. IOT Innovation for evolving sensors and 

electronics applications. The goal of this research is to look at the literature on electronics applications 

in the context of the Internet of Things' security issues, challenges and solutions for new sensors and 

electronics applications. A review of electronics applications in the Internet of Things (IoT) what is the 

IOTinnovation directions; IOTfuture applications in the context of electronics the IOTand future 

Internet technologies are among the analysis themes. 

 

Index Terms— Internet of Things (IoT); IOTInnovation; Challenges, Issues, sensors   

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Kevin Ashton, co-founder of the Auto-ID Center at MIT, introduced the concept of the Internet of 

Things (IoT) in 1998.  Each object has its own unique identity and can communicate with other objects. 

From a small wearable device to a cruise ship, the size of an IOTobject can vary remarkably. 

Automobiles, buildings and machines are transformed into intelligent and connected objects that can 

communicate with people and other devices. 

IOTcan be defined in many different ways. As defined by the International Telecommunication Union 

(ITU), the term Internet of Things refers to "the intelligent and sensory interconnection of the world's 

objects".  In accordance with ISO and IEC, "the Internet of Things" is "an infrastructure of 

interconnected objects, systems and information resources along with intelligent solutions to allow them 

to process information through the real and words that are digital. The IOTreception layer (sensors) 

where information about the physical  

Environment is collected, measured and recorded. Examples include temperature, humidity, gas 

pressure and motion. At higher layers of the Internet of Things, this information can be read, integrated 

and analyzed. 

Many investigators use two acronyms, IOT and NoT. (Network of Things). IOT is regarded as a NoT 

subset because IOT has its "things" connected to the Internet. In contrast, some kinds of NoT only use 

Local Area Networks (LAN) with no Internet connection. The growth of IOT is driven by business 

needs in the digital transformation of businesses. According to the study, 5 are expected to increase the 

total number of IOT connections from six billion to 27 billion by 2025 in 2015. This means a 16 percent 

composite annual growth rate (CAGR). As far as market growth is concerned, Berg Insight's report5 

forecasts an exponential increase in the global IOT platform third party market. There are many 

scientific studies along with services which have been carried out regarding the styles which are current 

IoT security [6]. Numerous solutions have provided a number of the difficulties or attack vectors to 

numerous IoT devices and their guards. Numerous simulation tools, modelers, while the accessibility 
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to many platforms that can verify this protection protocol will help in making also the protocol related 

to book IoT protection. IOT solutions involve various fields of technology such as mobile 

communications, cloud, data, security, telecoms and networking, as well as the cross-industrial 

utilization of data, for example, used in automotive data generated in smart homes and industrial 

applications. This opens the opportunity to establish business partnerships as new business models 

between horizontal industries, such as telecommunications operators and the vertical industries such as 

car manufacturers. Hackers created different types of malware to infect the IoT products because the 

eve of 2008. They designed different techniques that are phishing provoke the staff members or 

individuals to share data that are sensitive [5]. The IoT-enabled digital business transformation is far 

more than just using linked objects – it enables innovative business models to be developed that were 

previously impossible. As IOT is often used to interconnect devices and operate as the general facilitator 

for a hyper-connected company, the IOT has huge potential for facilitating an ageing society, optimizing 

all types of transport and mobility and improving the efficiency of energy. The Chinese federal 

government provided strategic priority on IoT by presenting an idea that is five-year. About 26.66 

billion IoT devices exist in the world that is current [4]. 

However, researchers still face many challenges in this domain, such as  

1. Establishing safe and secure communication with various components on the edge of the 

network;  

2. Saving energy using robust and reliable smart electronic sensors in infrastructure;  

3. IOT technologies for data confidences and  

address confidentiality issues. 

It is therefore important to study the subject in depth. The objectives and objectives of this paper are as 

follows: Comprehensive literature review of security: challenges, Internet of Things solutions electronic 

applications, factors affecting future Internet of Things applications. 

II. PUBLIC CLOUD IOTSECURITY  

 IOTCloud Solutions security features Integrating the IOTconcept into the cloud results in the Cloud 

of Things (CoT). 

 CoT can process and analyse increasing IOTdata volumes. I cannot discuss the size limits of this 

article in length the security of public cloud providers' IOTservices – Azure, AWS, Google Cloud 

Platform and others. I'll just outline some of the main safety features. 

 

2.1 Azure IOTSecurity 

 

Azure IOTHub offers a fully-managed service within the Azure IOTSuite, which provides a secure 

two-way communication between IOTdevices and Azure services. Security credentials and access 

controls per device are used. Azure IOTSuite Security can be divided into three major areas: (1) 

provision and authentication of the device; (2) secure connectivity; and (3) safe processing and cloud 

storage.  

 

Azure IOTsupports Device Identity Composition Engine (DICE) and different HSM types (for HSM, 

see Section 5.1.2). DICE is an upcoming Trusted Computing Group standard for device identification 

and certification, which allows producers to use silicone gates to create hardware-based device 

identification. The register of identities of Azure IOTHub provides secure storage of IOTsolutions 

device identities and security keys. The path between devices and Azure IOTHub or between Azure 

IOTHub and gateways is secured with the industry standard TLS with the protocol X.509 to authenticate 

the Azure IOTHub. 
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The Azure IOTsecurity programme is offered by Microsoft. The objective of this service is to help 

customers and solution architects evaluate the safety of their IOTinfrastructure and help identify the 

appropriate security approach for their IOTapplications. 

 

2.2 AWS IOTSecurity 

 

Security mechanisms of AWS Cloud protect data transit between AWS IOTand other devices or AWS 

services. For each connected device, a credential is required to access the AWS IOTmessage broker or 

the Thing Shadows service. The AWS IOTmessage broker and the Thing Shadows service with TLS 

are encrypted in all communications. TLS normally used to make sure the confidentiality of AWS IoT-

supported application protocols (MQTT, HTTP).  

 

2.3 Recently, AWS introduced the fully managed IOTsecurity service, AWS IOTDevice Defender. 

 

 AWS IOTDevice Defender audits safety policies for customer devices against a set of defined best 

practises for IOTsecurity and identifies security deficiencies. It can also detect device behaviour 

anomalies that can indicate a compromise device. The security warnings generated by AWS IOTDevice 

Defender are published on the AWS IOTConsole, Amazon CloudWatch and Amazon SNS when the 

security policy audit fails or when anomalies of behaviour are detected. AWS IOTDevice Defender also 

provides consumers utilizing the tools to analyze and mitigate the security problem, including 

information that is contextual. 

2.4 Google Cloud Platform IOTSecurity 

 

Google Cloud Platform (GCP) offers Google Cloud IOT– a series of integrated GCP IOTsolutions 

services. In 2017, Google Cloud IOTCore (beta) provides the device manager for service registration 

devices and two protocols for connecting devices to GCP (MQTT and HTTP). Roles and permissions 

in Google Cloud IAM are applied to access control devices. Industry-standard security protocols ensure 

security of device data. Public/private key authentication can be done via JSON Web Tokens per device 

(Section 3.1). 

 

III. IOTDEVELOPMENT SECURITY ROLE 

 

As discussed above, IOTis rapidly growing across various vertical industries and the number of 

interconnected devices and a variety of IOT applications is increasing. However, IOT technologies have 

not yet matured and many challenges have to be overcome. Safety is the most important of them. 

Millions and millions of sensors are connected, and their numbers are growing. They all need safe and 

reliable connectivity. Therefore, well-designed IOTsecurity architectures require the adoption of 

IOTtechnologies by companies and organisations. 

In fact, the threat landscape of IOTis growing: the attack surface is very large as a possible attack 

target for any IOTdevice. Some IOTdevices are located in untrusted areas and attackers can access them 

physically and even control the device. Many IOTdevices fail to meet requirements for security best 

practices, like least-privileged access or roles. Many IOTsmart-home devices, such as TVs, webcams, 

home thermostats, remote power outlets, sprinkler drives, home alarms, door locks and door openers 

communicate through the network and don't offer the user strong passwords. IOTdevices are resource-

free and designed to consume low power while offering all required functionality at a reasonable cost. 
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As a result, safety is an afterthought, often at the bottom of the priority list in the lifecycle of 

development. 

IOTattack vectors can target devices, portal systems, SIM/cell, wearables and transceivers and will 

use passwords which can be poor lack of encryption, backdoors, etc. The wide range of IoT-specific 

systems, firmware variations and custom designs makes it difficult to develop IOTsecurity this is 

certainly basic. Monitoring and patching the different IOToperating systems is an enormous challenge. 

In order to apply to an exponentially increasing number of different IOTdevices, IOTsecurity solutions 

should also be extremely scalable. New security challenges are arising from a growing number of 

IOTapplications. As well as safety this is certainly old-fashioned like cryptography, safe interaction and 

privacy, IOTsecurity also centers on the management of trust/identity, information privacy, privacy, 

etc. 

 

This paper covers IOTsecurity challenges, IOTarchitecture protection needs, existing safety solutions, 

and brand-new technology developments. I hope my article will help readers to select for their 

businesses secure IOTtechnologies. 

 

A. IOTSecurity and IOTArchitectures 

 

As we said, the range of IOTapplications has resulted in different IOTarchitecture models. We begin 

with an architecture of three layers: 9 

1. Layer of perception 

2. Layer Network 

3. Layer of Application 

The sensory layer – also known as the recognition layer9 – is the lowest layer of IoT's traditional 

architecture. This layer collects and processes data from things or the environment (e.g. wireless sensor 

networks [WSN], heterogeneous products, detectors etc). 

In some other models there is another layer: a support layer between the application layer and the 

network layer. For example, the ITU-T (International Telecommunications Union) suggested a layered 

IOTarchitecture consisting of four layers (Fig. 1). 10 The top layer is the IOTapplication layer that 

contains the application user interface. The second layer from the top is the services and application 

support layer. The third layer is the network layer that contains the possibilities for networking and 

transport. Finally, the lower layer is the device layer containing gateways, sensors, RFID tags and so 

on. Categorized as generic and specific, the security capabilities are distributed across all four layers. 
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Fig 1. Architecture module for provocation in IoT 

 

 

B. Challenges to IOTsecurity 

Three IOTrisk categories include: 

1. Risks typical of any Internet system. 

2. Risks that are IoT-specific 

3. Safety to ensure no harm is caused, for example, by misuse of actuators. 

Traditional security practices such as locking open ports on devices are first class (for example, a 

fridge connected to the Internet in order to send alerts about the product inventory and heat might use 

an SMTP that is unsecured host are affected from a botnet). The second category comprises problems 

related specifically to IOThardware, e.g. the device may compromise its secure information. Some 

IOTdevices, for example, are too small to support asymmetric encryption. In addition, any device that 

can connect to the Internet contains an integrated operating system in its firmware, and many of these 

integrated operating systems are not primarily designed to take security into account. 

There are many security challenges to be overcome to make IOTservices available at low cost with a 

large number of devices communicating securely with one another. We will review some of the main 

challenges briefly. 

Scalability: The management of many IOTnodes calls for scalable safety solutions. 

Connectivity: Connecting different devices of different capacities in secure IOTcommunications 

(Section 6) is another challenge. 

Security End-to-End: End-to-end security measures are equally important between IOTdevices and 

Internet hosts. 

Authentication and self-confidence: Proper recognition and authentication abilities and orchestration 

are not mature inside a IOTenvironment this is certainly complex. This prevents establishing a trust 
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relationship between IOTcomponents, a prerequisite of an ad-hoc connectivity between IOT 

components for IOT applications, such as Smart City scenarios. Trust management of IOT is needed to 

ensure that valid data is fed to data  

THESE TOP VULNABILITIES IN IOT 

analytics engines (Section 5.1). It is not possible without authentication to ensure that the data flow 

generated by an entity contains what is supposed to be included. 

Management of identity: Identity management is a problem because poor safety practises are often 

implemented. For instance, using clear text/Base64 encoded device- and machine-to-machine (M2M) 

passwords is a common error. The tokens used by OAuth/OAuth2 authentication and authorisation 

framework should be substituted for managed ones like JSON Web Tokens (JWT) (the Open 

Authorization). 

Security Solutions Attack-Resistant: variety in IOTdevices ensures that attack-resistant and security 

that is lightweight are needed. Since IOTdevices have limited computer resources, they are vulnerable 

to attacks by resource efficiency. 

 

IV. THREATS AND ATTACKS ON IOTSECURITY 

 

 

In order to highlight security risks in IOT, its acronym is presented as threat interconnection (IOT). 

14 In fact, IOT devices, as presented in Table 1, are particularly vulnerable to physical attacks, 

software attacks, and side-channel assaults. 

 

Current IOT platforms are built from various suppliers using technological solutions. Some of these 

platforms are an eclectic mixture of components that are reconstructed with existing platform solutions 

in the hope that components work together safely. If any, IOT security measures were not designed to 

take into account the dependencies arising from IOT connectivity capabilities. Industrial devices, for 

example, often do not have proper authentication mechanisms, because they are designed for physical 

and isolated uses. Another example is the challenge of providing timely software updates or security 

patches to remove nodes without affecting functional security. 
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Table 1: Security Threats to IoT devices 

 

Comprehensive methods for risk and threat analysis and management tools are required for IOT 

platforms. Development of IOT mitigation plans requires understanding of types of attacks and the 

succession of actions when attacks occur. Let us begin with the categorization of IOTattacks. Security 

assault analysis helps us understand an view this is certainly actual of networks and can figure out 

mitigation plans.Categorization of attack Under IOT Architecture 

As discussed in Section 2.1, different IOT architecture models are available. The IOTarchitecture is 

generally assumed to be four layers shown in Fig. 1. We will review the main safety threats in the 

perception, network and service layers briefly. Table 2 summarizes the most important security issues 

in IOT as a four-layer architecture (Fig. 1). 
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Table 2: Analysis of Security in IoT 

 

A. Requirements for IOT security 

 

Security from the initial design to running services must be addressed throughout the IOT lifecycle. 

For example, during device manufacture, implementation of security features should start. Code 

signature and code obstruction are some steps which manufacturers can take to ensure that their device 

is not hacked, or that a malicious user does not insert unwanted code. 

IOT scenarios include data confidentiality, privacy and trust, as illustrated in Figure 6. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Provocation of Security in Iot 

Trust, confidentiality of data and IOT3 privacy 

 

Trust and security are based on trust management infrastructure token or credentials, which are 

integrated into devices and potentially shared among them. These tokens can be symmetric or digital 

keys. It is useful to deflect external attacks from entities which do not have credentials, but do not 

deflect internal attacks where credentials or nodes have been compromised. The public key 
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infrastructure (PKI) is used for certification generation and control. In certain critical safety 

environments, the TPM platform modules provide a hardware-based root of trust and high confidence 

that the delivered identity attributes belong to that device (see section 5.1.2). Since IOT is a dynamic 

system, measures are needed to demonstrate the confidence of IOT components throughout their 

lifetime. IOT network security, IOT Communication Technology Overview 6.2. Short-range security 

in low power IOT networks 

 

4.1 LoWPAN Security Security 

 

Low-data, low-power wireless personal area networks (LR-WPANs) are based on the Low-Rate 

Wireless Networking Standard IEEE 802.15.4. The standard is implementing using several 

technologies, including 6LoWPAN, Zigbee (Section 6.2.4), Z-Wave and EnOcean (Standard Building 

and Home Automation) and SNAP (Simple Network Access Protocol). The concept of 6LoWPAN is 

an IPv6 and IEEE 802.15.4 combination. The LoWPAN standard permits the use of IPv6 over 802.15.4 

wireless networks. The home automation thread protocol also runs over 6LoWPAN. 

 

A 6LoWPAN network consists of one or more LoWPAN networks connected to the internet by an 

edge router which controls the input and output flows from the LoWPAN. Within LoWPAN, devices 

do not use full transmission IPv6 address or User datagram protocol (UDP), since they are left on the 

edge router to communicate with the outside. The IETF-ROLL Working Group addresses routing issues 

in 6LoWPAN in its RPL design (a de facto routing protocol for Low-power and Lossy Networks 

[LLNs]). 

 

Security in 6LoWPAN networks should restrict data access to authorised users only, provide data 

integrity and detect malicious intruders. Since 6LoWPAN combines IEEE 802.15.4 and IPv6, the two-

sided intrusion traffic control system is needed. The absence of 6LoWPAN authentication, best-in-class 

semantics for fragmentation transmissions and scarce memory resources of networked devices make 

the 6LoWPAN packet fragmentation mechanism vulnerable. For example, an attacker can selectively 

prevent proper reassembly of the packet on a target node. In particular, an attacker can mount attacks 

by sending only one 6LoWPAN fragment that complies with the protocol. 

 

4.2 RPL security 

IPv6 LLN routing protocol (RPL) is designed to route IPv6 traffic over 6LoWPAN in power-efficient 

networks with high or unpredictable packet losses. The RPL security uses the 4-byte ICMPv6 message 

header as a "Security" field. Information in this field indicates the security level and the encrypted 

message encryption algorithm[1]. RPL offers data authenticity, semantic security, replay attack 

protection, and confidentiality and key management support. Selective transmission attacks include, 

sinkhole, Sybil, Hello floods, wormhole, black hole and service denial attacks. 

 

4.3 Bluetooth low energy security (BLE) 

 

BLE Protocol. Protocol. BLE is a low power version of the wireless communication protocol 

Bluetooth 2.4 GHz (Table 1)[2]. Although the BLE and the radio ranges in classic Bluetooth are lower 

than the same metrics, BLE is developed for very low power applications with a single battery (for 

example, the popular CR2032). The low-power and long battery life allow BLE sensors to operate 

without the need for a new battery for many years. The new BLE Secure Connections model is 

introduced in version 4.2 to improve safety. Let's look briefly at the major security challenges of BLE: 

passive eavesdropping, attacking MITM (section 3.2.2). 
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Eavesdropping. Passive eavesdropping protection can be based on encryption of key communication. 

While earlier BLE versions (Bluetooth 4.1 or older) used temporary keys to encrypt the link for the first 

time, BLE 4.2 uses the Elliptic Diffie-Hellman Curve (ECDH) algorithm for key generation (Diffie-

Hellman Key—DHKey) compliant Federal Info Processing Standard (FIPS). Attacks by Man-in-the-

Middle (MITM). Protection from MITM attacks should ensure that the device with which 

communication has started is in fact the intended device rather than an unauthorised device[3]. The 

combination of LE Secure Connections provides MITM protection using the method of numerical 

comparison. Tracking Privacy/Identity. As most BLE advertising and data packets contain the source 

of the devices sending the data, third-party devices can associate this address with the user identity and 

track the users. A constant change in private addresses can only be resolved by the trusted parties to 

protect them against this thread. 

 

4.4 Security of Zigbee 

 

Zigbee Protocol. Protocol. Zigbee is an IEEE 802.15.4-based wireless technology that is used in 

different fields of application, including home automation, intelligent energy, remote control and 

healthcare. The range of BLE is longer and the air data rate is lower than BLE (Table 2). In order to 

secure non-critical patient monitoring, management of chronic diseases, administration of drugs (e.g. 

insulin pumps), and personal wellness control, the Zigbee Alliance has developed a health care profile. 

The Profile supports standard health data (e.g. blood pressure monitors, respirometers, pulse oxymeters, 

ECGs, weight scales and thermometers). 

 

5. Security of RFID 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is the unique way to identify "things," using radio waves to 

transmit their identity (usually a serial number). A RFID system, at a minimum, includes a tag, a reader 

and an antenna. RFID tags are attached to the RFID reader for storage of identifiers and data. Active, 

passive or passive assisted RFID tags may be available. Active RFID tags with their own power source 

can broadcast up to 100 metres in read range (Table 2). Passive tags are ideal for battery-free devices 

because the ID is read passively by the reader. They have a reading range from close contact to 25 

metres and use the power of interrogation signals from a reader for any response. Passive tags are 

activated when there is an RFID reader. In traditional applications such as asset or inventory tracking, 

RFID technology is used in security services like electronic passenger passports and RFID-embedded 

credit cards. Even many pets – including my cat – are equipped with RFID chips. Table 2 presents some 

of the many RFID security and privacy threats. 

6.2.6 NFC security 

Near-Field Communication is an RFID subtype — High-Frequency (HF) RFID — based on HF 

RFID/contactless card technology of 13,56 MHz. As NFC devices need to be close to each other (in 

most cases only a few centimeters), NFC is a popular choice for safe Peer-to-Peer communication 

between consumer devices such as smartphones. Unlike standard RFID devices, an NFC device can act 

as both a reader and a tag. 

  

Challenges and existing solutions and future directions for IOTapplications. It is unbelievable to 

visualize all possible IOTapplications, taking into account the advances in IT and the specific needs of 

potential operators. This section shows the many IOTapplications. This section also describes the 

applications most frequently used and discusses the challenges identified. IOTand related applications 

concentrate on the requirements of society; technological developments such as cyber physics and nano-

electronics continue to face challenges such as institutional issues, engineering and science issues and 
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economic issues. While we can see the rapid development of IOTtechniques, many challenges and 

challenges both from academia and industry are worth exploring. Data quality and uncertainty remain 

a major problem as the volume of data increases and heterogeneity increases. The physical space and 

virtual space (data) co-exist and interact, as in an IOTenvironment. Data transfer, synchronization and 

co-space processing require new techniques 

 

 

V. FUTURE IOTSYSTEMS SECURITY 

5.1 Next Generation Main Trends in IOTSecurity 

The current status of the main IOTsecurity domains in the above sections has been considered. In this 

section, we will review trends in the development of IOTsecurity. We will consider fleetingly some 

new technologies which could make IOTmore secure when it comes to generation this is certainly next 

reviewing the typical trends initially. 

 We will then focus on developments in the key areas of IOTsecurity — confidence, privacy, and 

confidentiality. Figure 6 presents these and Section 5 discusses their current capabilities and limitations. 

In this section, we will discuss which new security features and technologies are needed in future to 

address these limitations. For future IOTsystems, holistic security capabilities covering the entire life 

cycle of an IOTsystem and its components are necessary. New threat and risk management analyses 

and self-healing capabilities are needed to detect and defeat potential attacks. The expansion associated 

with IoT marketplace Increases the true amount of possible dangers, that may affect output as well as 

the safety of this devices thus our privacy. Reports emphasize the frequencies of information breaches 

have actually increased considerably since 2015; 60% within the USA only [9]. Heterogeneous data 

from different sensors, devices and systems will require the collection, integration and processing of 

new federated identity and access management solutions. Future IOTsystems should be able to respond 

quickly and adequately to threats and attacks, incorporate and learn from new information on threats 

and develop and implement thread mitigation schemes. 19 It is also necessary to be able to diagnose 

problems and to implement safety plans for various subsystems within the system, which can be owned 

by different entities. 

Healthcare services are getting costlier that is significantly utilizing the number of persistent 

conditions regarding the rise. We have been nearing a period where health that is major be complicated 

getting for all individuals, especially as people are getting more susceptible to diseases. However, even 

though the technology is certainly not capable of preventing the populace from aging, it can benefit in 

making medical simpler from the pocket with regards to ease of access [8] 

Future IOTsystems should also ensure that data ownership is controllable across company 

boundaries. New data analytics algorithms and new encryption methods such as homomorphic or 

searchable encryption (sections 5.1 and 5.2) are necessary to preserve the privacy of customers and/or 

businesses in processing many data. Sharing information on threats via various systems permits 

cooperative security measures to gain a more coherent understanding of current and future attacks. 

Another study performed in Japan, Canada, the UK, Australia,the USA, and France discovered that 

63% associated with IoT consumers believe these devices tend to be creepy due To protection this is 

certainly poor. Research findings also highlighted that 90% of ındividuals are not confident regarding 

IoT cybersecurity [10] 

Dynamic and online threat analysis based on these data requires that new technologies are required 

to collect and process security-related data for the whole lifecycle of complex IOTsystems. New 

approaches are required to conduct real-time threat analysis based on machine learning algorithms. The 
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new threat analytics algorithms required must produce warnings of high accuracy and minimum 

quantities of false positives. They must also be resilient to attacks that deliberately compromise and 

subvert learning data to control computational algorithms. They must be able to control the behavior. 

New cooperative risk management systems and security protocols are required in future IOT systems 

to enable early warning. 

Development of continuous security audit methods based on testing and monitoring that will support 

the dynamic assessment of IOTsystems' real-time security levels. These continuously auditing methods 

need to be able to evaluate different heterogeneous IOTcomponents using a wide range of solutions, 

from minimally invasive, light-weight approaches to comprehensive security evaluations of platforms 

and edge components for thin devices. In 2020 and beyond, for example,intelligent thermostats and 

illumination that makes sense various types of just how IoT is being made use of not just in the 

conservation of power but in addition within the reduced total of the expenses and also this plays a part 

in the main reason this is certainly great many individuals opting for IoT devices [11]. 

 

5.2 IOTSecurity Next Generation: Data Confidentiality 

5.2.1 Encryption homomorphic 

Homorphic encryption schemes allow ciphertext mathematical operations. As a result, data analysis 

on encrypted data or the search for crypted data can be done without disclosing the search patterns and 

without actually viewing the original information using fully homomorphic encryption (FHE). An 

example of the FHE use case is the analysis of the IOTprivate medical data to study the opioid crisis in 

order to ensure privacy for data owners. To configure the Raspberry Pi because the side node (AWS 

Greengrass Core), the AWS Greengrass Core interacts straight with all the cloud and works locally 

[14]. Raspberry Pi was configured with the addition of Linux difficult and connect this is certainly soft 

features [15]. 

5.2.2 Searchable cryptography 

A storage provider is able to search for keywords or patterns in the encrypted data in searchable 

encryption systems. While keyword searches can be performed, the stored data cannot be decrypted and 

the underlying plaintext cannot be acquired. Poorly planned IoT devices might mean that you will have 

a consequence this is certainly negative the networking resources that they connect to [7]. 

5.3 IOT Security Next Generation: Trust 

5.3.1 Establishment of trust 

Trust with previously unregistered and unknown peers and without user interaction must be 

established in most IOT scenarios. New and lightweight confidence-building algorithms are needed. 

Current trust creation solutions mainly focus on trust and users' assignment in public keys (Section 5.1). 

Future IOTsolutions also require confidence in transactions, agreements and trust in the integrity of 

devices and platforms (Section 5.3.2). (Section 5.3.3). 

5.3.2 Blockchain and IoT: Confidence in transactions 

Block chain-based protocols that become popular can tackle the challenge of building confidence. 

Smart contracts based on block chains can be a key building bloc of future IOTTrust infrastructures 

since they are a prerequisite for business-critical interaction without direct human interaction between 

devices. However, block chains require high overhead bandwidth and computational resources. This 

limits its use in IOTand requires new lightweight block chain-based technologies. In the information 

handling and layers; fog and edge. Both layers can get over the problems that are latency the dependence 

on cloud layer safeguarded from SQL injections, sniffing, and phishing scripting attacks, providing the 

service certificates updated and complies using the HIPPA requirements (in wellness methods) [12]. 

Data fusion can introduce sources, and at enough time that is same communicate with various other 

layers to transfer the information for fusion, storing, join and leave the system of sensors and 

information sources, this adds more problem towards the standard methods of safety steps, thus the 
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necessity for new intelligent and adaptable security measures [13]. 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

For more than two decades, the IOThas been an extremely active area of research and development. 

While a range of exciting activities, including standardization, business and research, remain open to 

many challenges, owing to the wide range and diversity of IOTequipment, the open IOTenvironment, 

and security and privacy issues. In this paper, we identify security issues, challenges and future key 

topics for IOTresearch and hope to encourage more research in this dynamic field. This article gives an 

overview of IOTsecurity threats, solutions and new technologies. It demonstrates the overriding 

importance of security in developing viable IOTsolutions.  
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